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ABSTRACT
This ntoríal reviews some of tlæ insights gaíned from ftfteen years of research on the
proùtction of prosodic categories, concentrating prinrarily on nødeling fundanental
freqæncy pattenu as reflectíons of íntonøtíon and phrasing. It closes wíth a hÍnt ol some
at the directíons in whích this work is beíng extended to understanding the functíon of
prosoùy ín discourse and ø the modeling of other plnnetic dím¿nsiotts.

INTRODUCTION
This tutorial was originally intended to introduce the "Production" ofprosody. In the
course of assigning papers to the different sections ofthis ESCA Sforlshop on Prosody,
however, the organizers have expanded the scope of this section to cover "Models" and
"Synthesis" as well. I can think ofno more appropriate expansion. There is a particularly
intimate and necessary connection between production data and modelling. Absent the
kind of explicit laying out of theoretical assumptions afforded by a well{eveloped rnodel,
particularly by a model which has undergone that most rigorous test of being
implemented in a synthesis system, prduction data a¡e notoriously diffrcult to interpret.
To be sure, this difficulty of interpretation is cha¡acteristic of all speech production data,
but it is compounded for prosodic data, where there is not always the immediate theory of
segmentation and contrast that the phonemic principle gives us. That is, for most aspects
of prosodic structure, the contrasts are not the salient lexical conüasts that gave us the
International Phonetic Alphabet for consonants and vowels, Rather, prosodic contrasts
usually involve the pragmatic relationship of a syllable, word, or phrase to other elements
in the utterance or discourse context, the sort of thing that is much ha¡der to inrospect
about than the fact that one word is not another word. A speech scientist who wants to
investigate some aspect of prosody must, therefore, first consciously decide to adopt
some model to guide the design of the investigation and the interp,retation of its ¡esults.

MODELING FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY PATTERNS
Nowhere a¡e the connections between data and model building and between models and
synthesis more fully exercised than in the investigation of phonologically contrastive
intonational events as they are realized in fundamental frequency pattems. The location of
this ESCA Vy'orkshop on Prosody in Lund is a felicitous reminder of the models of
Swedish intonation developed here. The decade and a half since Bruce's (1977) seminal
monograph has given us comprehensive descriptive models and sysæms for synthesizing
fundamental frequency patterns in many other languages as well. Indeed for some of
these languages, we have the luxury of two or more competing descriptions. For
example, for English, we have Pierrehumbert's model implemented in the AT&T Bell
Labs text to speech system (Anderson et al. 1984), Ladd's model implemented in the
University of Edinburgh CSTR system (Ladd, 1987), and even an lPO-style system
(Willems, Collier, and 't Hart, 1988). For Dutch, we have of course the IPO model itself
('t Hart and Collier, 1973), and a model implemented at Nijmegen (Gussenhoven and
Rieweld, 1992). For Mandarin Chinese, there have been at least th¡ee different models
(Shih, 1988; Gårding, 1987; Fujisaki, Hirose, Halle, and Læi, 1990), and likewise for
Iapanese @ujisaki and Sudo, l97l; Sagisaka, 1990; Pierrehumbert & Beclsnan, 1988).
The number of languages which have undergone the analysis and experiments necessary
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to constn¡ct synthesis models increases yearly. The system for Gennan by Kohler (1991)
and for ltalian by Avesani (1990) ar€ only two of many r€cent examples.

A notable result of this decade and a halfof work is that we can now say with a fair
degree of confidence which aspects of fundamental frequency pstterns are likely to
generalize across languages, and which aspects are likely to vary. One of the more
important generalizations is that ñ¡ndamental frequency panems in all languages secm to
be related in some way to discourse organization. In general, coherence among words or
phrases can be sþaled when each following F0 peak is systematically reduced relative to
preceding peaks (as opposed to disjunctue, sþaled when a following peak is clearly not
in such a sysæmatic relationship - e.g. by being produced in an expanded pirch range).
In addirion, some languages encode aspects ofttris general tendency in the phonology, by
imposing strictly phonological constraints on the F0 downfend ac¡oss coherent
sequences of phrases. For example, in both standard Cfokyo) Japanese and English, a
large component to the downtrend is phonologically conditioned: each occur¡ence of a
sequence of tones that is grouped together functionally into a "pirch accent" triggers a
particularly large "downstep" of following peaks relative to utte¡Trnces which do not have
a downstep-triggering pirch accent in the same position. Mo¡eover, in both languages, the
downstep seems to be limited in application to a phonological constituent that is
intermediate in the prosodic hierarchy between the prosodic word and the inonational
phrase and a 'teset" of the pitch range occurs at phrasal boundaries (Pierrehumbert and
Beckman, 1988). This similarity is striking when we consider the very different
distribution and function of the pitch accent in the two languages. In Japanese, the
presence of a pitch accent on a particular syllable is part of the dictionary specification
(accented words conEast lexically with unaccented), whereas in English, pitch accents are
praCmatic markers associated to the most stressed syllable in words that are panicularly
salient in the cu¡rent discourse segment. Yet the two languages are alike in that every
bitonal piæh accent triggers downstep.

However, this kind of downstep is not a language universal. In some other
languages, the trigger is different. For example, in Manda¡in Chinese, downstep occurs
each time there is a sllable bearing one of the three lexical ones other than the high level
tone (Shih, 1988). In still other languages, there is no identifiable phonologically
triggered component of the downtrend. For example, in Standard Danish (Ihorsen,
1980) and Chonnam Ko¡ean (Jun, 1989), something like downstep seeûrs to be riggered
by each pitch accent, but there are no miminal pairs of accent type or of accented versus
unaccented words to distinguish a potential phonological trigger from the more general
pragmatic considerations of signaling discourse coherence. Bruce (1982) has shown that
a similar ¡eduction of successive accent peaks occurs in southern Swedish as well, but
unlike in Danish and Korean, Swedish "downstep" is further limited to the region of the
phrase after the nuclear stress (see below). Thus, by careful phonological and phonetic
investigation of the intonational systems of many languages, v/e come across a broad
generalization - that many languages use a reduction of later F0 peaks relative to ea¡lier
ones within a constituent at some level of the prosodic hierarchy to signal discourse
coherence - but that languages differ in whether or how phonological conüasts
condition the downrend.

PITCH ACCENTS AND STRESS
Another notable result of this decade and a half of work on modeling F0 panems in many
languages is that we can now build morc useful taxonomies. In comparing Swedish and
Japanese with English and French in these F0 models, we see that the old impressionistic
dichotomy between "pitch accent languages" and "intonation languages" is not so
compelling. Whereas the older tar(onomy classified Swedish and Japanese together in
opposition to English and French because both have lexically determined pitch contrasts
(accent I words versus accent 2 v/ords in Swedish, accented versus unaccented words in
Japanese), u/e now might note that all four languages have pitch patterns that fit the
deñnition of'pitch accent" - namely, a tone or closely connected sequence of tones that
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is associaæd phonologically to some designated syllable within a word. Thus, tl¡ey all are"prtch accent languages" in some sense. They ali also are ..inonation lanzuases"'in the
ry1¡e gf using tone patterns and pitch 

^range-relarionships to group toeètñet ñordr ínto
lpsodrc phrases of various sizes: all four languages trãve tonatty maiked intonational
pTTr:.T11*nch and Japanese also have a smaller tonally deliniited minorphrase (the
ïrench "rhythm group-' and the Japanese..accentual phrase,).

Given these similarities, the-dimension of lexìcal contrast upon which the older
F*o|gTy hinged now seems a grab bag of fundamentally unrelatid ct¡aracteriitics. ln
ùweotsn, rne lexrcal contrast between accent I and accent 2 is primarily one of pitch
accent shape whereas in Japanese the lexical conrrast invotvesóitctr acóänipr*ìil.nr
alone. and .sh-ape is not. di3tinctive. Borh these rypes 

"f 
t"¡iat i-oñir.ii',i'oîË".

consroerably less.uset'ul in categorizing the prosodic systems of these languaqes than the
rera¡ronsnrp o¡ prtch accent to sentenc€ rhythm. In both swedish and Èngüsh, a basic
i_4T-l^rj_q-"_I!¡r|r- of an,utrrrance is the páuern of alæ-ation Uèr*een ;r;ff; (;ñs"d)
and weal( (unstressed)-syllables, with pitch accent placement functioning tõ ina¡t tné
str,gngesj stressed syllables. They both conrrast in this to French and Japanãse, where the
salrent rhythm.if instg4 a grouping of syllables into tonally marked minor phrases. with
no v€ry compelmg relauonship between pitch accent and syllable prominenie.

-.^:-ll?C^o1î-l,C- 9? lqguages on these,lines leads, fint df all, to a bener understanding,
lDgu],me ,relatlonship öetween-prosodic struct¡¡re and segmental contrasts. Accenteã
l{t]l9l"l (or .accenttte syllables) in swedish and English are very different from
unaccented syllables. The consonants in accented syllables a¡e..stroneei" 1r.*., voiceless
stops,arc sryngly aspirzted), vowels are ronger and more fuily reaizå 6.i., õiäseiiã oepenpnery of the vowel triangle), and, unlike rhe vowels in unstressed syllables, they
cannot be reduced m the noini-of apparent delerion (cf. Fokes -¿-s*á, tóóõ.-odring(leel). characterizes theie differ¿ñ;s iñ;;-.n-;i.*;;i.f;ä';"'ããä,ã íälíuìrË, ¡r,elgtj¡h as one of local ..hyperarticularion": in ianñ;s;ñ;"ï-ãr-ËiÀli.ñiäã'.iæ¿
1¡JlLt!e¡,tr.1ve special sFtusiñ the confrict benveen tr'înËøs oird;p";Ë;;î;ñi,"i*
erron and the needs of the hearer to maximize distinctive (Lindblom, igg0). tn Japanese,
by contraf.t, accented syllables a¡e not different in tengifr Ë,;;., il;ñ;,'iöâ'öL¿
reiS nggy qTefel! ln.pro,pensiry to vowel "reduction". French-is somewhat more akin
to Englrsh and-Swedish in that the (normally final) accented syllable is loneer in duration
¡nan ue sy[abtes preceding it in each "rhythm group". However, closer inlpection of the
fl:pg,:4,r9T...rnvolved shows rhat this.þgthening is more like..pie_boundary,,
re¡^g¡ne¡ung rhan rt is like the accentual effect in English (Fteæher and vatiidotis_Bateson,
.l99!I .A: Martin (this volume) puts it, the ctaïacter¡sdci ói;trresJin F;-n;ï arc- parucularly elusive" by comparison ûo those in English or Swedish.
, !4tegori.zJng sy"sqt with English and Frencliwith Japanese on rhese srounds also
reaos to predictive ilsig_hls about.the- ways in which such discou¡se categori-es us ¿broad
versus na¡row focus" will be realized in ihe prosody of naturally occ""iñÈ 

"tti.-*,î. 
r"

?nglt! and.swedish, rhe_notion "nucreai steiÉ"-ièètns to be a useful concept in
oescnDlng wnat happens when narrow focus is placed on a particular word or phrasi. In
Do¡n ranguages, Îôcus is related to the placement of a phras-al tone (the ..phrasi accent"pro4er 

- see B_ruce, 1977; P_ierrehumËen, l9g0) whiôh is urs"iuÈ¿1o'trt" *oiã *itr,
nuc¡ear sEess. In a context-that puts broad focus on a sentence (with no sinsle word or
¡lrase particularly-more salientìn the ¿iscoursé), trrãffiËafrË;;ii'ul"iãtJiå tr,,
utterance. Narrow focus on a word earþ in the uüerance can be effected bt*r*üd;;
the phrase accent to that word, thus efíectiveryii;pËi"; rË;ü,rãäidrJ,äãîi.o
o!!er than rl¡e one that would norma[y ¡ear it. irraiè'¿¿àrier ttre ea¡iv-¡ocus w¡n üéü u"gfferentiated from materiar before it, eithet ùiãåäcce;¡ñ;äì r"lffiü"#d;il rh"inærmedilqpþ¡e in the case orEngiirrrpi..Ër,u-.u"rt,*ibiol, õiîîäå,irñËü¡åä u,"
1,T:l!r or au rouowing wor{¡, in the case of swedish (Bruce, lgg2). In tenirs oi ttreorscourse structure, we can think of this.pattern as a stråtegy ór incróasing,the ,"iãtine
stress of one word by reducing (or removiig) the prominencãäfa"uõ;iü ;d;d. 

*"
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This straægy differs markedly from that in Japanese and other languages that are
prosodically like Japanese. In these languages, focus primarily involves patterns of
phrasing and the¡e is nothing like the notions "phrase accent" or "nuclear stress". The
fundamental frequency modeling work described above shovvs that both Japanese and
French have a tonally demarcated smaller prosodic phrase within the larger intonational
constituent" and nar¡ow focus seems to be rcalized primarily by deleting the tonal ma¡ks
at following phrase bounda¡ies. In Japanese, the deletion oflater tones effectively groups
everything after the focused word into a single accentual phrase together with the focused
word @ielrehumbert and Beckman, 1988). In French, on the other hand, the deletion of
post-focus tones does not apply to the rise at the end ofthe focused word itself unless the
word is very short. Unlike in Japanese, therefore, the deletion of tones after narrow focus
groups the post-focus maærial separately from the focused word into a kind ofposdocus
"tail". This is somewhat oversimplified, of course, in that standard European French
today is beginning to acquire an "extra" pitch accent - l' accent d insistence - that is
inserted toward the beginning of words with nanow focus (fouati, 1987). Sti[, in bottr
languages the general strategy is one of reducing the salience of following material
relative to the word with narrow focus by erasing "normal" tonally-marked minor phrase
bounda¡ies, where English Qacking this level ofphrasing) reduces the relative salience of
following material by erasing "normal" tonally-marked stresses. Thus, marking the edges
of minor prosodic phrases in a language like Japanese is some ways functionally
equivalent to marking stress by pitch accent placement iin a language like English. The
distinction becomes particularly important when we try to extend the investigation of
prosody and focus from the constructed material of lab speech to other, richer rhetorical
styles or to spontaneous dialogue.

BEYOND SYNTAX
Indeed, it seems fai¡ to say in general that the extensive gathering ofproduction data on
fundamental ûequency and the modeling of fundamental Arequency pattems in association
with phonological description of intonational categories has now led us to a point \phere
we are beginning to glean more useful insights into the functions of prosody in natu¡al
dialogue, Much earlier work on prosody concentrated on its relationship to syntactic
srucn¡re. Phonologists have long attempted to predict the stress pattern of an English
utterance from its syntactic organization. In the same vein, phoneticians have long
investigaæd the role ofprosody in disambiguating syntactically different but segmentally
identical strings such as Fast man offrade bonden, och lõparen hðlsade kungen @ruce,
Granstöm, Gustafson, and House, 1992). Since the occasions must be extremely rare
when comprehension hinges crucially on deciding between such contrastive readings, this
research may seem irelevant to the technology of speech synthesis or spoken language
understanding. However, it would be a mistake for those concemed with technological
applications to dismiss the results of such research. Even in the absence of two or more
likely syntactic parses, prosody organizes speech in a way that is apparently critical for
understanding. Pitch range relationships and accentuation pattems help listeners to parse
topic sFucture and to resolve anaphoric reference (e.g., Hirschberg and Pie¡rehumben,
1986). Work such as that of Silverman (this volume) demonstrates clearly that modeling
such aspects ofprosody is paramount in achieving natural and easily intelligible synthetic
speech. Moreover, given the otherwise contrast-obliterating effect ofprosodic position on
segmental realization (e.g., Pierrehumbert and Talkin, 1992),a good understanding of
intonation and prosody is also directly relevant for robust recognition of segments. The
last decade and a halfofresearch on prosody has thus taken us well beyond an inordinate
emphasis on syntactic contrasts.

With this coming of age of our understanding of the role of prosody in recognizing
segments in connected speech and in cueing discourse structure, there is also a very
encouraging merging ofresearch traditions. On the one han{ there is the detailed sorting
out of prosodic categories proper in well-controlled phonetic experiments (the many
references cited above), and on the other, there is the mo¡e impressionistic descriptions of

26r
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larger speech corpora, including records of spontaneous speech (e.g- Altenberg, 1987).
Researchers trained in one or the other of the sets of disciplines relevant to these two
different Eaditions a¡e now taking better advantage ofeach other's research in analyzing
largc corpora. This rend was well illustrated at the last International Conference on
Spoken Language Processing by the many papers that combined the nrro approaches. As
it becomes more feasible to gather and store ever larger corpor4 the importance of well-
controlled background work in the laboratory becomes more apparent. And, as
Ostendorf, Price-and Shattuck-Hugnagel (this volume) point out, a good understanding
of the relevant prosodic unis (such as that which has been achieved for many languages
through the detailed laboratory work of the last decade and a half) is prerequisite to the
usc of more general stochastic models in analyzing large spoken corpora. We see
recognition of this especially in the emergence ofcooperative efforts to build prosodically
labelled databases, such as the development of the ToBI conventions for transcribing
intonation and phrasing in English (Silverman et al. 1992).

BEYOND FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
One thing that has also become clear with the development of these prosodic labelling
systems, however, is how much room for basic research there still is in aspects of
prosody other than fundamental frequency modeling. Work on articulatory correlaæs of
rhythmic structure, such as De Jong (1991), make clear how poorly understood are the
phonetic bases of local and global variations in speech timing. An equally large problem
is the dea¡th of basic psychoacoustic research for relevant psychological co¡relates other
than pitch. We know enough about pitch perception now that we can intelligently
comp¿ue different phonetic representations (e.g., Hermes and van Gestel, 1991). By
contrast to this, our understanding of the perception of spectral dynamics is still very
limited and new, so new that we have advanced little beyond the guess that durational
correlates of stress in languages such as English and Swedish might be related somehow
to the temporal summation of loudness (e.g. Beckman, 1980.

However, here again, I see strong grounds for optimism. We are at least seeing
renewed attention to aspects of the signal other than fundamental frequency (e.g.
Bartkova, Haffner, and La¡reur, this volume), and as our undentanding of other aspects
besides the fundamental frequency pattems imprcves, so should or¡r pmsodic models and
synthesis. Also, as our understanding of speech timing and of more subtle spectral cues
to voice source patterns improves, we should begin to be able to answer currently
puzzling questions concerning the role of these other phonetic dimensions of prosody in
differentiating pragmatic interpretations of the same intonation pattern (e.g., Hinchberg
and Wa¡d, 1992). læt us hope together for another fifteen years of productive research
on these aspects ofprosody.
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